ViriCiti for non-electric vehicles

Lower emissions

One platform
Get a real-time data overview of
both your electric and your
non-electric vehicles, all in one
online platform.

Lower your carbon emissions by
evaluating your vehicles and drivers
and improving their performance.

Maintenance
Get a real-time and historical overview
of all the active warnings and alerts of
your vehicles, and have messages sent
directly to maintenance.

Mixed fleets
ViriCiti aims to reduce global emissions and increase the overall efficiency of your fleet by providing
you with real-time data. We allow you to manage different vehicle types and infrastructures from
different OEMs, all within the same platform so your entire operation is visible on one screen.
Insights in energy management, maintenance, and driver performance help you to lower the total
costs and increase efficiency of vehicles and drivers. We support electric vehicles, as well as diesels,
CNG, hybrid and hydrogen.
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Packages available for non-electric vehicles

Basic operator

Maintenance

Smart Drive
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FMS integration incl.
indication on dashboard
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Vehicle statistics
Management reports
Faults and warnings

Emissions after-treatment
Tire pressure monitoring
Remote diagnostics
Brake lining monitoring

Vehicle usage analysis
Fuel consumption
Summary reports
Actionable insights

Telltale lights

Incident reporter
Preparation for fully
electric fleet

+

Route logging

Connect , Collect , Store & Evaluate

OEMs we integrate with
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